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Abstract

A generic algorithm for tracking in the Inner Tracker is
described. The performance of the algorithm is studied both with a

Monte Carlo simulation and data taken during the LHCb 2008
running period.

1 Introduction

The Inner Tracker (IT) covers a cross-shaped area around the beam-pipe in
each of the three tracking stations located downstream of the spectrometer
magnet [1]. The layout of an IT station is shown in Fig. 1. A station consists
of four independent boxes where each box contains four layers of silicon
micro-strip detectors. To the left and right of the beam-pipe the ladders are
22 cm long whilst above and below the beam-pipe the ladders are 11 cm long.

Track reconstruction in the Inner Tracker has been discussed in [2, 3, 4, 5].
Previous studies focused on the performance in standard LHCb running con-
ditions where particles originate from the interaction point and the spec-
trometer magnet is on. It has been shown in [2] that the standard algorithm
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Figure 1: Layout of an Inner Tracker station.

is easily tuned to the case of zero field running and to avoid the assumption
that the particle originated around (0,0,0). However, there are several use-
cases which can profit from a generic algorithm that attempts to find straight
lines. Two examples are described here: high angle tracks in cosmic events
and the high multiplicity environment of the TED run.

This note is layed out as follows. First, the algorithm is described. Next the
performance is studied using a Monte Carlo simulation. Finally, the perfor-
mance of the algorithm in the 2008 TED and cosmic running is described 1.

2 Description of the Algorithm

The first step in the algorithm is to search for tracks in the x-z projection.
This part is similar to that used for the alignment studies presented in [6].
A pair of x hits in different detector stations is chosen. Depending on the
context it can be required that the hits are in the same detector box or in
specific layers of the detector. Cuts are made on the parameters of the line
defined by the hit pair. If these requirements are met other hits consistant
with the pair in the x measuring layers are searched for. Again it can be
required that these additional hits are in specific regions of the detector (for
example station 2). In regions of high track density two or more hits may be
found within one detector module inside the search window. In this case the
candidate is split into two or more branches that are considered in parallel.
Candidates that have less than a minimum of hits after the x search are

1In fact the algorithm was developed and debugged using the data from the TED
running alone. Afterwards the performance was verified with the simulation.
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rejected. To obtain optimal estimates of the x-z track parameters a least
squares fit of the hits is performed 2.

The next step is to add the information of the stereo layers. All stereo hits
that are consistent (i.e physically overlap) with the x track are collected.
Each hit is converted into a y measurement using the knowledge of the (x,z)
trajectory from the x search and it checked that this y is consistent with the
physical boundaries of the hit channel. Next, pairs of hits are chosen and
used to define a line in the y-z projection. Hits are searched for that are
consistent with this line. As in the x search if two hits in the same detector
module are found the candidate is split and both branches considered. If less
than a minimum number of hits is found the candidate is rejected. Once the
(y,z) trajectory of the track is known it is checked whether the x hits are
consistent with this line and the requirement on the minimum number of x
hits re-applied.

Finally, cuts are made of the minimum number of hits on the track, the
number of hits with the high threshold bit set and the number of faults
defined as:

N(fault) = N(expected)− N(found)

where N(expected) is calculated using the algorithm described in [8].

No attempt is made to limit the number of times a hit is used on a track.
Therefore, clone and ghost tracks are created. One possibility to remove
these is to use the tools provided by the standard LHCb tracking framework
[9]. This approach is used in the case of the cosmic track reconstruction
(see Section 3.3). In the high density environment of the TED run a better
approach was needed and a new algorithm the ’TrackCompetition’ devel-
oped. In this algorithm candidates are ranked according to their number of
hits and χ2/dof given by the standard LHCb track fit [10]. Each candidate
is considered in turn. If more than 25 % of the hits on the candidate are
flagged as used it is rejected. Otherwise it is accepted and its hits flagged as
used. This has the advantage that the assignment of hits to tracks is defered
until all the available information is known.

2For fitting the GSL routine gsl fit linear [7] is used.
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3 Performance

The performance of the algorithm has been studied both with a Monte Carlo
simulation and data taken during the 2008 LHCb running. The results of
these studies are summarized in the following sections.

3.1 Monte Carlo studies

The Monte Carlo studies were aimed at understanding the performance of the
algorithm during the TED running (see Section 3.2). However, these results
also give an indication of the performance with beam gas and collision data
taken with the magnet field off.

Samples of events were generated in ’DC08’ conditions [11] that contained
between 100 and 700 muons ’shot’ uniformly over the Inner Tracker surface.
This gives track densities between 0.01 to 0.08 particles/cm2. To mimic the
conditions of the TED running particles were generated with a slope in x
sampled from a Gaussian with a mean of 10 mrad and a sigma of 10 mrad.
In y a Gaussian distribution centered on zero with a sigma of 10 mrad was
used. Since the momentum of the particles traversing the Inner Tracker in
the TED running is unknown samples were generated with 5, 10, 20, 40 and
80 GeV.

The reconstruction sequence used is shown in Fig. 2. First, the ITGeneric-
Tracking is run. The search windows were chosen relatively wide in order
to mimic the conditions of the TED running (Section 3.2). In x a search win-
dow of 600 µm is used whilst in y the window is 10 mm. The full set of cuts
used for the MC study are given in Appendix B Next the standard LHCb
track fitting code [10] is run. To remove obvious ghost tracks a selection
algorithm (the TrackContainerCleaner) is run and any candidate with a
χ2/dof > 500 rejected. Finally, the TrackCompetition algorithm is used
to remove ghost and clone tracks and select the optimal subset of tracks.

Two measures of the algorithm performance are the efficiency and the ghost
rate. For the efficiency studies a Monte Carlo particle was considered recon-
structible if it gave more than ten reconstructed clusters in the Inner Tracker.
The track reconstruction efficiency is then:

efficiency = N(reconstructible ∩ (reconstructed)/N(reconstructible)

Fig. 3 shows the track reconstruction efficiency as a function of momentum
for the Top box for the samples generated with five hundred muons per event.
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Figure 2: Flow diagram for the Monte Carlo and TED reconstruction.

The efficiency of the algorithm is close to 100 % for all particle momenta.
Fig. 4 shows the efficiency of the algorithm for 20 GeV muons as a function
of the detector occupancy. The efficiency of the algorithm is greater than
98 % for occupancies less than 1 %. Finally, the ghost rate of the algorithm
versus the detector occupancy is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the
ghost rate increases roughly cubically with the detector occupancy.

As discussed above the size of search windows was chosen to allow compar-
ision with the TED studies. When the detector is aligned and understood
these search windows are not optimal since the ghost rate at the input to the
track competition step is increased. This leads to an increased chance to pick
a ghost rather than a real track and hence degrades the performance. For
example, Fig 6 and 7 show the efficiency and ghost rate versus occupancy if
an x search window of 0.4 mm and a y search window of 4 mm is used and
in addition the χ2 cut in the track competition is reduced to 30. It can be
seen that for the same or better efficiency the ghost rate is reduced to below
0.5 % for occupancies up to 3 %.

From these studies it is concluded that the performance of the algorithm is
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Figure 3: Efficiency versus p/GeV for the Top box. The detector occupancy
is 1.1 %. A fit to a constant gives an average efficiency of 97.5 % (the dashed
line).

excellant even at high track densities.

3.2 TED running

At the end of August 2008, during the start-up of the LHC, the machine
carried out several synchronization tests. Runs were taken where a beam of
450 GeV protons extracted from the SPS was dumped on to a beam stopper
(the ‘TED’) located 350 m downstream of LHCb. The environment of the
TED running is challenging for track reconstruction. The best alignment
available is the detector survey [12] combined with the alignment of the
boxes and layers in the x-coordinate presented in [6]. Search windows must
be set wide enough to account for ∼ 100 µm misalignments in x at the
ladder level and displacements of the boxes at the level of ∼ 2 mm in y. On
the other hand, the occupancy in the detector is large (more than twenty
times that expected in nominal LHCb running) and wide search windows
lead to unmanageable combinatorics. The search window of ±600 µm in x
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Figure 4: Efficiency of the algorithms versus the detector occupancy for
20 GeV muons. The dotted line is the result of a fit to the form ε = 100 −
a1oc − a2o

2
c where oc is the occupancy in %. The fit gives a1 = 1.5 and

a2 = 0.7.
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Figure 5: Ghost rate versus the detector occupancy. The dotted line is the
result of a fit to the form Ghost rate = Aoα

c . The fit gives A = 0.14 and
α = 2.7.

and ±10 mm used have been chosen to balance these two requirements 3. In

3If search windows are set much larger the combinatorics rapidly become worse leading
to severe memory management problems.
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Figure 6: Efficiency of the algorithms versus the detector occupancy for
20 GeV muons with the tight cuts discussed in the text. The dotted line is
the fit to the efficiency for the standard selection (Fig. 4).
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Figure 7: Ghost rate versus the detector occupancy for 20 GeV muons with
the tight cuts discussed in the text. The dotted line is the fit to the efficiency
for the standard selection (Fig. 5).
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the TED running the occupancy in the Top/Bottom boxes the occupancy is
∼ 1.7 % and in the side boxes ∼ 4 %. Using the results of the simulation
discussed in Section 3.1, for an ideal detector, the ghost rate is expected to
be ∼ 0.8 % and the efficiency ∼ 98 % in the central boxes. For the side
boxes the ghost rate is expected to be ∼ 6.2 % and the efficiency ∼ 81 %.
To further reduce the combinatorics the reconstructed tracks were required
to originate from the TED:

• |tx| < 20 mrad

• |ty| < 50 mrad

• −3 m < xTED < 7 m

• |yTED| < 4.5 m

The data from the TED run were processed using the ITGenericTracking
with these cuts 4 as part of the reconstruction sequence shown in Fig. 2.
Studies have concentrated on Run 30933 from the first TED running period
in August. This run contains one hundred shots on the TED with a (rel-
atively) modest 3 × 109 protons per shot. Eighty-four tracks per shot are
reconstructed.

To verify that the reconstructed tracks are due to real particles the distribu-
tion of the unbiased residuals between has been studied. For each detector
layer a Gaussian fit was made to the unbiased residual distribution and the
mean (’bias’) and σ (’resolution’) of the fit extracted. Fig. 8 and 9 give two
typical examples of the fit. The results of the fits to all the distributions
are summarized in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. For the x measurement layers the
distribution of the bias is well centred on zero with a spread of ∼ 20 m.
This is consistant with the precision quoted for the alignment of the x layers
discussed in [6]. For the stereo layers the bias is larger - up to several hun-
dred microns. There are two reasons for this. First no precision alignment
of the stereo layers has been performed. In addition, no alignment of the
boxes in y beyond that of the survey has been made. Given the size of the
corrections found during the survey for the x layers and the studies in [6] the
observed biases are reasonable. Alignment studies using the TED data will
be described in a subsequent note.

The resolutions extracted from the fit for the Top/Bottom boxes are 130 µm
and 225 µm for the x and stereo layers respectively. The worse performance

4The full configuration is given in Appendix C.
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Figure 8: Residual distribution for the IT1TopX2 layer. The result of a
Gaussian fit is superimposed.
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Figure 9: Residual distribution for the IT2CSideU layer. The result of a
Gaussian fit is superimposed.
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Figure 10: Bias for (a) the x and (b) stereo layers extracted from the Gaussian
fit to the residual distributions.
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Figure 11: Resolution for (a) the x and (b) stereo layers extracted from the
Gaussian fit to the residual distributions.

for the stereo layers is due to two reasons. First, the small stereo angle
means there are ∼ twelve measurements in the x direction and only six
in the y direction. This means that the unbiased residual is less precisely
known for the stereo layers compared to the x by a factor of

√
12/6 ∼ 1.4.
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In addition, the observed biases for the stereo layers and the fact that these
ladders were not surveyed will also increase the width of the distributions.
The residual distributions for the A-side layers are broader. The residual
widths are 190 µm and 330 µm for the x and stereo layers respectively.
This reflects the fact that the occupancy for these ladders is higher and
consequently there are more ghost tracks present.

For the Top box, where the effect of ghost tracks is small, comparision of
the widths of the residual distributions with the Monte Carlo simulation
allows the size of remaining misalignments to be judged. Fig. 12 shows the
unbiased residual width versus momentum obtained by the Monte Carlo.
Above 20 GeV this distribution is dominated by the detector resolution.
The worse resolution for the stereo layers discussed above can also be seen
in this plot. If the momentum of the particles from the TED is more than
20 GeV, for the x measuring ladders, misalignments of the order 100 µm must
remain. On the otherhand if the momentum of the particles from the TED
is around 5 GeV then the size of the remaining misalignments is negligible.
For the stereo measuring layers the situation is more clear: misalignments of
∼ 100µm must remain.
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Figure 12: Unbiased residual width versus momentum found in the Monte
Carlo for the x and stereo measurements. The dotted lines are the results
of fits to the form σ =

√
A2 + (B/p)2. For the x measurements the fit

gives A = 42 µm and B = 400 GeV−1 µm and for the stereo measurements
A = 59 µm and B = 640 GeV−1 µm
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The second method used to validate that the tracks produced are real is to
extrapolate them to the TT station and calculate the residuals to hits in this
station. For these studies Run 32484 from the TED running in September
2009 was used 5. As examples Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 shows the residual distri-
bution for tracks reconstructed in the Top and A-side boxes respectively. In
both cases clear signals can be seen. The offsets in the distributions give an
indication of the quality of the inter-alignment of the two detectors.
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Figure 13: Residual distribution of hits in the TT-station to tracks recon-
structed in the Top box. The result of a fit to a Gaussian plus a flat back-
ground componenet is superimposed.

Again, comparing the width of these distributions with the results of the
Monte Carlo simulation allows information on the track momentum to be
obtained. Fig. 15 shows the residual width versus momentum obtained in
the Monte Carlo. The observed σ of 1.0−1.2 mm corresponds to a momentum
of 8 - 12 GeV. This is a slightly more restrictive bound than that obtained
by studying the unbiased residual distributions.

5The TT station was not present for the August TED run.
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Figure 14: Residual distribution of hits in the TT-station to tracks in the A-
side box. The result of a fit to a Gaussian plus a flat background component
is superimposed.

3.3 Cosmic Running

The performance of the algorithm has been studied using a sample of 2.6 mil-
lion cosmic events collected by LHCb in late-August to the end of September
2008. The forward geometry and small size of the detector means that rate
of cosmics going through at least two Inner Tracker stations and hence can
be reconstructed as tracks is extremely low. The timing of forward and
backward going cosmics triggered by the calorimeters differs by ∼ 30 ns. In
addition, during this period the internal timing of the detector was being
optimized. To collect all the hits produced by cosmic tracks it is necessary
to consider five consecutive bunch crossings 6. This together with the low
rate and loose track finding criteria needed means care is needed to remove
ghost tracks created by random combinations of noise hits.

Fig. 16 shows the cosmic reconstruction sequence. The first step is to merge
the individual spills into one container. On average after this step there are
25 clusters per event the majority of which are due to noise. Next the IT-
GenericTracking is run using the cuts described in the following paragraph.

6A 125 ns time window.
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Figure 15: Residual width in TT versus momentum found in the Monte
Carlo. The dotted line is the result of a fit to the form σ =

√
A2 + (B/p)2.

The fit gives A = 0.17 mm and B = 0.12 GeV−1 mm.

The found tracks are then fitted using the LHCb track fitting software. To
remove ghost tracks a selection algorithm (the TrackContainerCleaner)
is run. Any candidate with a χ2/dof > 1000 or that deposits less than 300
MeV in the calorimeters is removed. Finally, clone tracks are removed using
the LHCb clone killing software [9].

The full set of cuts used by the ITGenericTracking in cosmic track finding
mode are given in Appendix D. To reconstruct tracks passing through two
stations the requirement on the number of hits on the track is set to seven.
In addition, only loose cuts on the reconstructed track angle are made: |tx| <
0.5, |ty| < 0.5 rad. Since these cuts are loose and the rate of cosmic tracks
passing through two detector boxes relatively low the ghost rate is high. To
remove ghost tracks it is required that:

• Only clusters with > 12 ADC counts are used. 7

• The number of clusters with the high threshold bit set on the track is
more than 0.6.

7This corresponds to a S/N cut of 5 - 6.
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• The number of faults on the reconstructed track is less than two.

RawBankToSTClusterAlgP1

STEventMerge

ITGenericTracking

RawBankToSTClusterAlgP2 RawBankToSTClusterAlg RawBankToSTClusterAlgN1 RawBankToSTClusterAlgN2

TrackEventFitter

TrackContainerCleaner

TrackEventCloneKiller

TrackMonitor

Figure 16: Flow diagram for the cosmic reconstruction.

A total of 86 candidate tracks are selected. Two of these candidates pass
all three stations of the Inner Tracker. One of these candidates is shown
in Fig. 17. The majority of the candidates pass either the boxes left or
right of the beam-pipe where the long ladders are located. Fig 18 shows the
distribution of the slopes in x and y of the selected tracks. The distribution
in tx is flat. That in ty peaks around 0.2 rad as should be the case for
cosmic tracks given the angular acceptance of the detector. Fig. 19 show the
distribution of the unbiased residuals for the selected candidates. A fit to a
Gaussian gives σ = 0.25 µm.

4 Summary

A Monte Carlo distributions

As has been seen the width of residual distributions versus momentum ob-
tained with the Monte Carlo are useful in understanding the performance
of the detector. In the studies here the unbiased residuals in IT and TT
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Figure 17: Cosmic track passing through all three stations of the Inner
Tracker found by the ITGenericTracking. The x-z projection is shown.
The triangles are the hits assigned to the track. The open circles are unas-
signed hits with a charge greater than 10 ADC counts.

have been used. Two other variables that can be considered are the width
of the biased residual and the mean χ2/dof. The expectations for these dis-
tributions obtained with the Monte Carlo are shown in Fig 20 and Fig. 21
respectively.

B MC Tracking Configuration

The job options used to configure the ITGenericTracking algorithm for
the Monte Carlo study are given below.

ITGenericTracking.requireFirstAndLast = false;

ITGenericTracking.maxTx = 0.40;

ITGenericTracking.maxTy = 0.50;

ITGenericTracking.maxXRef = 1000000000;

ITGenericTracking.minXRef = -100000000;
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Figure 18: Reconstructed slopes for cosmic track candidates.
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Figure 19: Unbiased residual distribution for cosmic candidates. The result
of a Gaussian fit is superimposed.

ITGenericTracking.maxYRef = 100000000 ;

ITGenericTracking.zRef = 0.0;

ITGenericTracking.requireSameBox = false;
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Figure 20: Biased residual width in IT versus momentum found in the Monte
Carlo. The dotted line is the result of a fit to the form σ =

√
A2 + (B/p)2.

The fit gives A = 31 µm and B = 320 GeV−1 µm.

ITGenericTracking.minXHits = 5;

ITGenericTracking.minYHits = 4;

ITGenericTracking.minHits = 11;

ITGenericTracking.maxFaults = 2;

ITGenericTracking.xWindow1 = 0.6;

ITGenericTracking.xWindow2 = 0.6;

ITGenericTracking.yWindow = 10;

ITGenericTracking.maxHits = 4500;

ITGenericTracking.yTol = 1.0;

ITGenericTracking.maxClusterSize = 5;

ITGenericTracking.firstStation = {1};

ITGenericTracking.lastStation = {2};

ITGenericTracking.minCharge = 6;

ITGenericTracking.selectBestY = false;

ITGenericTracking.allowBoxes = {1,2,3,4};

ITGenericTracking.minXHitsToConfirm = 0;

ITGenericTracking.confirm2 = false;

ITGenericTracking.fracHigh = 0.0;
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Figure 21: Mean χ2/dof versus momentum found in the Monte Carlo. The
dotted line is the result of a fit to the form χ2/dof =

√
A2 + (B/p)2. The

fit gives A = 0.81 and B = 0.37 GeV−1.

C TED Tracking Configuration

The job options used to configure the ITGenericTracking algorithm in
TED mode are given below.

ITGenericTracking.requireFirstAndLast = false;

ITGenericTracking.maxTx = 0.20;

ITGenericTracking.maxTy = 0.50;

ITGenericTracking.maxXRef = 7*m;

ITGenericTracking.minXRef = -3*m;

ITGenericTracking.maxYRef = 4.5*m ;

ITGenericTracking.zRef = 350.0*m;

ITGenericTracking.requireSameBox = false;

ITGenericTracking.minXHits = 5;

ITGenericTracking.minYHits = 4;

ITGenericTracking.minHits = 11;

ITGenericTracking.maxFaults = 100;

ITGenericTracking.xWindow1 = 0.6;

ITGenericTracking.xWindow2 = 0.6;
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ITGenericTracking.yWindow = 10;

ITGenericTracking.maxHits = 4500;

ITGenericTracking.yTol = 1.0;

ITGenericTracking.maxClusterSize = 4;

ITGenericTracking.firstStation = {1};

ITGenericTracking.lastStation = {3};

ITGenericTracking.minCharge = 10;

ITGenericTracking.selectBestY = false;

ITGenericTracking.allowBoxes = {1,2,3,4};

ITGenericTracking.minXHitsToConfirm = 0;

ITGenericTracking.confirm2 = true;

ITGenericTracking.fracHigh = 0.0;

D Cosmic Tracking Configuration

The job options used to configure the ITGenericTracking algorithm in cosmic
mode are given below.

ITGenericTracking.requireFirstAndLast = false;

ITGenericTracking.maxTx = 0.50;

ITGenericTracking.maxTy = 0.50;

ITGenericTracking.maxXRef = 5000000000;

ITGenericTracking.minXRef = -500000000;

ITGenericTracking.maxYRef = 1000000 ;

ITGenericTracking.zRef = 0.0;

ITGenericTracking.requireSameBox = false;

ITGenericTracking.minXHits = 3;

ITGenericTracking.minYHits = 2;

ITGenericTracking.minHits = 6;

ITGenericTracking.maxFaults = 2;

ITGenericTracking.xWindow1 = 1;

ITGenericTracking.xWindow2 = 1;

ITGenericTracking.yWindow = 10;

ITGenericTracking.maxHits = 1000;

ITGenericTracking.yTol = 1.0;

ITGenericTracking.maxClusterSize = 5;

ITGenericTracking.firstStation = {1, 2};

ITGenericTracking.lastStation = {2, 3};

ITGenericTracking.minCharge = 12;
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ITGenericTracking.selectBestY = false;

ITGenericTracking.allowBoxes = {1,2,3,4};

ITGenericTracking.minXHitsToConfirm = 0;

ITGenericTracking.confirm2 = false;

ITGenericTracking.fracHigh = 0.6;
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